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Kitty is not acting like normal Kitty and needs to go to the vet. Kitty hates going to the vet and it takes some clever thinking to get Kitty into the crate and to the vet. The vet makes Kitty go to sleep while he pulls out an infected tooth. While Kitty is sleeping, she meets the cat who decides whether Kitty gets to go to pussycat paradise or puppydog paradise. He says that Kitty has been bad and will go to puppydog paradise if Kitty doesn’t do one act of kindness to the puppy. Kitty wakes up and frantically tries to find puppy and do something nice for him. Kitty finally gives up and tries to comfort puppy, but with that act, she passed!

This is such a fun book! Bad Kitty goes through so much, and it is told in such a fun way it will keep any reader engaged. The illustrations are really entertaining and only add to the great story. This book really is hilarious and the many elements of a book add to the story and the enjoyment of reading. The author takes such a simple task or taking a cat the doctor’s office and turns it into an awesome page turner. Throughout the book are ‘Uncle Murray’s Fun Facts,’ which are facts about cats, vets, and other information. Readers can learn from these pages, and these fun facts just add the humor or the story. Overall, this book is hilarious and will make the readers laugh often.